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EXLCUT1 VL SUARY

The AWiSPS-10 is frequently victimized by electromagnetic emitters both on

board ship and within the fleet. Most serious interference occurs within its
operating band, 5.45 to 5.825 Gliz, and the second and third harmonics of its
operating band. Susceptibility of the radar system to interference is due to
lack of effective receiver preselectivity, intermodulation dibtortion and
saturation within the receiver.

The following receiver modification recommendations are made:
o Provide narrowband frequency adjustable preselector filter.
o keplace present mixer with high level doubly balanced mixer.
o Provide 80 dB out-of-band IF rejection and high dynamic range

operation.
o Replace AFC mixer with image reject mixer.
The body of the report provides background and specifics concerning the

above recommendations. The recommendations can be provided to comply with
form and fit and will be functionally equivalent in the absence of
interference to the present system. In the presence of interference, the
system with the modifications will provide interference free operation except
where the interference is directly on its operating frequency kwithii, +10
MHz). Effectively, the RF shelf of the receiver will be replaced. Two
changes in alignment procedures and some modification of repair procedures
will be required to accommodate the improvements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Though the A&1/SS-lU has been a pait of the fleet inventory since shortly

after WWll, it effectively provides local navigational functions relative ship
positiuns (keeping station) and information useful in detecting ar,4 monitoring
low flying vehicles. The equipment was designed prior to many improvements
which might aid in operation in the recognized dense electromagnetic
environment on shipboard. identification of characteristics of the SPS-10
will be useful both in consideration of measures potentially useful towards
its upgrading and also for other equipment with design similarities for
similar functions. A brief description and background o1 the characteristics
of the SPS-10 is provided in this section. The scope of the present program
was limited to the RY system of the receiver with specific attention to
preselection, high level mixing and IF bandpass. The thrust of the background
and description as provided are limited to that needed to evaluate the
recommendations described in subsequent sections and are not intended to be
exausti\.e. In other sections, for example, the transmitter and It are
described briefly only to the extent needed to discuss a significant
interference related issues.

The receiver-transmitter of the SPS-10 is shown in figure 11. The
circuit of the crystal mixer assembly is in figure 22. The receiver
elements consist of a TR (Transmit-receive) tube to protect the rece \er from
the high transmitter leakage signal, crystal mixer assembly to down-convert to
the 30 MHz IF frequency and a radar/beacon common receiver with two bandwidth
options (1 MHz or 5 MHz). The down-converter mixer element is a single
crystal diode. All receiver elements are physically located in the
keceiver-Transmitter assembly. The receiver crystal mixer assembly also
contains the beacon and radar local oscillators, beacon reference circuitry
with crystal detector and radar AFL crystal detector.

As suggested by the above, the principal selectivity is provided by the IF
amplifier and associated matching and tuning elements. This is the area in
which selectivity for the 1 MHz and 5 Nhz bandwidth options is provided. Some
nominal selectivity is provided throughout the receiver front end from
receiver protector to IF. As will become apparent, even this nominal
selectivity is important, even though inadequate, in protecting from some
out-of-band electromagnetic interference. In fact, selectivity of the SPS-1
receiver might appear to provide considerable protection from interference and
possibly would be sufficient were all elements within the receiver linear.
With its limited dynamic ranges and susceptibility to intermodulation
products, the present system is, unfortunately, susceptible to interference as
indicated by ships trouble reports consolidated by NRL 3.
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2. iSALKGRObb AND CH"AkATERISTICS OF AN/SPS-I

2.1 Selectivity of Present Receiver

Selectivity or the present receiver is provided by the combination of
elements associated with the RF, mixer elements and the IF. The present
preselectivity is provided by the transmit-receive (TR) assembly. The
bandpass characteristics of the TR is shown in figure 34. This shows an
insertion loss of 1-3 dB in the operating band and up to bO dB isolation
out-of-band. No inband selectivity is provided and out-of-band selectivity
increases only gradually beyond the band edges. Figure 4 shows an example
response covering the complete frequency regions of interest. Though this
response is not continuous and represents more than just preselection oi the
Tk assembly, it is indicative of the selectivity afforded by the receiver for
the frequency band of interest. This was compiled by combining the response
of the TK assembly with the response of the total receiver in selected
out-of-band regions of particular interest, particularly haimonic. Again,
though this is not exhaustive, it indicates clearly the susceptibility of the
receiVeL to interference both in-band and out-of-band. Based on accepted
mixer computations,5 mixing loss of a signal at the second harmonic of the
local oscillator (L.O.) is b to 10 dh greater than at the local oscillator
fundamented. Mixing at the L.O. third harmonic is another b to 10 dB less
sensitive than at the second harmonic. Since signals at the second and third
harmonics, respectively, are shown in Fibure 2-4 to be only 12 and 22 db less
sensitive than the fundamental band, the receiver shows virtually no rejection
of frequencies in its harmonic bands.

Figure 4 provides intormation only on in-band and above-bana frequency
regions. This is because the system is waveguide fed and waveguide cutoff for
size kG 49 used to feed the SPS-10 is 3.15 GHz. The tests were conducted
right at the receiver and do not include waveguide attenuation. However, for
any practical installation with any significant waveguide run, more than
adequate below band-protection is provided.

The mixer portion of the receiver provides very little, if any,
selectivity, First, it is of a wideband design. Further, the tests shown in
figure 4 show that it responds both In-band and at its second and third
harmonics. The fact the response to the harmonics is Llose to the theoretical
response to harmonics relative to fundamental, indicates virtually none, if
any, selectivity is being provided by the mixer.
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The remainder of the selectivity is provided by the IF amplifieL bebiKnniki
with the mixer to amplifier matching. Though the mixer to IF matching was not
measured directly, its importance was clearly identifieu because measured
composite noise figure was several decibles lower than could be justified by
the mixer loss and iF noise figure measured values when the mixer-lk junction
was broken for making those measurements.

Low signal IF selectivity is shown in figure 5b
. Both narrow and

wideb,,nd characteristics are shown. The bandpass characteristics eftectively
fit the required bandwidth, for each of the operating modes and, again, would
eftectively provide all needed selectivity were there not the potential tor
large interfering signals within the overall operating band of the radar.
Unfortunately, interfering signals which can pass through the receiver front
end can potentially be 100 db greater than the direct radar signal return.
The selectivity skirts of the IF are entirely inadequate to excluue this type
of interference.

2.2 lntermodulation And Dynamic Range

Selectivity of the receiver has been treated as though the receiver were
linear. Clearly, this is not the case and though hints of some elements of
nonlinear operation have been made (harmonic response in figure 4) this was
done to illustrate selectivity characteristics rather than effects of
nonlinearities. Nonlinearities have been recognized as a source of receiver
spurious and studies conducted toward their reduction7 . It will be shown in
this section that nonlinearities have a major effect on the operation of the
system.

Effects of nonlinearities on frequency discrimination as applied to the
SPS-10 receiver are essentially three-fold: (1) those that create spurious
signals; for example, intermodulation distortion, (z) those that mask the
desired signal; for example, amplifier saturation and (3) those that distort
the design selectivity.

Intermodulation or higher oruer mixer products are present in all
superhetrodyne mixers in varying degrees. The purpose of this portion of the
discussion is to provide a basis for establishing the degree of improvement
possible with an improved mixer and serve as a background for discussion of
suppression of residual mixer products by other means.

Figure b shows an approximate set of levels of sensitivity of higher order
mixer pioaucts and images typical the present receiver. Two measured values
are also included.4 Though the precise levels may vary slightly from system
to system, and for the power setting of the local oscillator at the time of
test, the levels are an indication of what can be expected. The chart is tor
an LO at 0 dBm. The discrete mixer products of the LO and signals at the
indicated frequencies occur foi signals related to the LO, signal and image
frequencies as shown. The straight line, "Third Order Products" results from
mixing other pairs of signals, noise or other signal elements at third order
and can occur at any frequency relative to the L.O. Similar lines could have
been drawn at the 2x2 level and the signal-image level. Three pairs of
signals related in numerous way provide IF frequency output. The actual
frequencies of signals so related can be anywhere in the receiver operating
band and well away from the actual operating frequency. With so many strong
signals physically near the system, the potential for interference atnywL e Le
within the pass band of the receiver front end is immense.
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The designation of mXn of the mixer products indicates the mixer products
of each signal and the LU involved in the mixing process. For these casek m
and n are equal. They need not be, for example, the harmonic response in
figure 4 shows 1x2 and lxj mixing. In these cases, a signal actually at the
harmonic frequency mixes with the second or third mixer product of the LO.
The measured sensitivities ot signals in the second and third harmonic bands
of the receiver were approximately 12 and k2 db, respectively, less than the
fundamental is consistent with the computational approach used to determine
the higher order mixing components.

Satuiation in the SPS-IU occurs frequently because of the very small
dynamic range of the IF amplifier. The dynamic range of the IF depends upon
the gain setting and varies from as little as 10 db to as great as 3U db
depending upon the setting. The effect ot the gain control on the dynamic
range can be appreciated from figure 78. This is a chart of sensitivity
range and dynamic range for a series of gain control settings. Since the gain
control setting is not scaled, it cannot be included precisely on the chart.
Even so, the important quantities are included. This chart shows that foi the
gain control in its most sensitive range, the dynamic range is only 10 dB.
Thus, set to see buoys, it would be totally overloaded by a ship. Though the
dynamic range increases with decreasing sensitivity settings, it is never
greater than + 15 dB (5U dB total range) from the center of the settin6
range. Thus, though it is possible to set the sensitivity for any sized
target, it is impossible to set the gain for a wide range of target returns.

The small IF dynamic range adversely affects the system operation in at
least two ways, i.e., blanking of targets by interterence anu shaadowing
(through blooming) small targets by large targets when the gain is set to view
small targets such as buoys.

An additional disadvantage of the very small dynamic range IF is that it
limits approaches which can be used to provide interference cancellation.
There are approaches to analyzing the receiver signal and aeleting unwanted
signals or unwanted portions of a signal. The effect of such approaches is
normally to blank interference or other unwanted signals which can be so
identified. Unfortunately, with such a small dynamic range IF, any such
approach which depends on detecting such a signal at the output of the IF has
already experienced much of the damage of the interference. Such
interference, even though identified and deleted from the presentation, may
still mask geniune targets in the area. Thus for most effectivenss of such
inteiference cancellation approaches, a high dynamic range receiver is
required.

Present I selectivity, based on a selection of two bandwidths as shown in
figure 5, is 5 MHz and 1 MHz for two switch settings. The bandwidths for the
IF are appropriate for the pulse lengths, .25 us and 1.0 us of the kAAk.

The problem with the IF is the lack of a deep skirt selectivity and
dynamic range. Signals can be transmitted by the receiver front end which
displays at least 80 dB dynamic range differences. More to the point, it
improvements to be suggested later are carried out, dynamic ranges uver 100 db
between signals can be expected at the IF. The skirt selectivity as shown in
tiguLe 5 simply dues not signiticantly discriminate against signals larger
than the IF dynamic range.
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An operational nuance which can, if ignored, lead to further loss of IF
selectivity is based on the operation of the AFL. The present AFL provides a
means of locking the receiver to the transmitter mignetron frequency through a
30 Mhz offset. This capability is operationally desirable because the
magnetron can jitter more than an acceptable amount relative to the IF
bandwidth. Unfortunately, the AFL can lock up either above or below the
magnetron frequency. For normal alignment, the local oscillator is tuned
above the magnetron. For this condition the polarities of the Ak error
voltage is appropriate to hold the LO very close to the sum of the magnitron
and IF frequencies, as illustrated by the discriminator response in figure
69 . Withi LO above the magnetron frequency an IF signal above 30 Mhz calls
for a decrease in the LO and vice-versa. By contrast if the LO is below the
magnetron frequency, an IF signal above 30 khz calls for an increase in the
LO, set so that a positive discriminator response decreases the LO
(appropriate for the LO above the magnetron), if the LO is set below the
magnetron, the LO will be pulled further off, increasing the IF frequency to
the upper edge of the S curve. The same thing in the opposite uirectioi,
occurs if the IF is initially below 30 Mhz. Thus when the LU is tuned below
the magnetron, the AFL attempts to hold the Ik frequency at one or the other
edge of the S curve or up to 5 MHz off the magnetron frequency.

The effect of control of the IF frequency off 30 Mhz is illustrated in
Figure 9. The signal is shown centered above 30 MHz. It might appear that
the problem would be readily apparent to the operator. (See Appenoix Section
7.3.2 second paragraph). however, because sufficient gain is available, in
the absence of signals at the It center band, the KADAk may appear reasonbly
normal. It does, though provide a band in which the IF is more sensitive to
certain interference frequencies tian to its own radar return.

2.3 Transmitter

Though outside the scope of tiis study, serious consideration of the
operation of a significant number of radiating systems such as the SPS-10 in
resonable proximity can not be comprehensive without consideration of the
transmitted spectrum. Two objectives in relation to the transmitted spectrum
are pertinent, first, maximum concentration of the spectrum within the
receiver bandwidth and minimum mutual interferance between systems operating
within range of each other and, second, consideration of the improvement in
signal to noise ratio from cooperative or matched filter techniques between
transmitters and receivers.

The seriousness of the transmitter spectrum is illustrated by ligure
10I0. This spectrum taken from a system operating in the fleet shows
significant emissions over a band greater than 1 GHz centered on the operating
frequency. Within this band the noise floor is no where less than 30 dB below
the carrier and shows peaks only 22 dB below. For these tests the detection
bandwidth was 100 Kliz. The extent of the noise floor beyond these limits was
not shown. The report suggests a need to align the radar and possibly replace
the magnetron. The example, none the less, indicates the seriousness of
emissions from significant systems in the inventory relative to achieving
relatively interference free operation of system in ship ano fleet proximity.

Doc. Id. 7283c -12-



In its present fomr the transmitter precludes any possibility for transrait
recieve matched filter operation. 1equirements for matched filter operation
will be discussed briefly in Section 3.5.
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3. APPROACHEh TO ELECTROMAGNETIL INTEKFERENCE SUPPRESIlUN

Two broad categories of interference suppression can be consiaeced in
improving operation of electromagnetic systems in dense signal environments.
Those are (1) improved selectivity and, ( ) processing or cancellation of
interference that is received. Both approaches can be used with equipments
operating cooperatively, for example, on a ship or can be individual to a
single system. Cooperative approaches are clearly essential to achieve the
maximum in operability in dense signal environments. When this is not
possible or is possible to a limited degree only, equipment can be optimized
for operation in dense environments. This study was limited to measures
applicable to the receiver of equipments which must operate in a dense
environment.

Though limited to the receiver, both improved selectivity and signal
processing provide viable potential benefits. The thrust of this study has
beeA improved selectivity for which greatest report coverage is given.
Processing techniques and their benefits and problems will be briefly reviewed
and will be included in the recommendations.

3.1 Preselectivity

Clearly, greatest benefit is achieved by keeping unwanted signals ouL of
the receiver if it is technically, operationally and economically viable.
Technical viability clearly depends on bandwidth realationships between
potential interference and the desired system signal and available filter
selectivity and skirt isolation properties. The SP-lu operates over the band
5.45 to 5.825 GHz. Present preselection is provided by the duplexer for which
the bandwidth is over bOU Mz, more than covering the operating band. The
instantaneous bandwidth of the receiver is either 1 or 5 MHz depending upon
the operatinL mode. A minimum practical preselection bandwidth, which musL be
broad enough to pass the magnetron signal including normal instability, can be
as low as 15. This is based on the stability of the magnetron transaitting
tube. Immense improvement in interference signal freedom can be achieved by
ciosing the band from greater than bOO Mhz to 15 1Mz. This would be true eveil
if inband response were the total potential for interference. This is only
partially true, as was illustrated in figure 4, the actual band of
susceptibility extends from just below the operating band to greater than the
third harmonic. Within these bands both direct conversion, harmonic
conversion, signal pair conversion and receiver saturation can occur due to
unwanted and overpowering signals incident on the system receiver. Each
carries significant interference to the operating requirements of the system.

Figures II and 12 illustrates an approach to preselectivity. Repeats of
figure 3 and 4, they are the response of the duplexer showing the operating
band and the total band of susceptibility under consideration. Superimposed
on these bands is the bandpass of the preselector proposed as a result of this
study. Criteria are that it be as narrow band and high out of band
attenuation as possible without otherwise degrading performance. The
bandwidth selected is 15 kfz. Any number of possible figures of merit
concepts might be devised to establish the improvement provided by such a
preselector. All would be oversimplifications since the manner in which
interference occurs can be very complex. Taking the relative preselector to
present duplexer bandwidthb offers a crude measure, this would be 15 hhz/bOO
MHz-O.025.
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This, however, ignores the much greater skirt rejection of the proposed
preselector, 130 db to 80 dB, and the fact the proposed preselector filter
maintains out-of-band isolation of over 130 dB through 20 Ghz. Though no
detailed out-of-band response of the duplexer was taken, sufilcient pointb
were taken to establish its susceptibility to harmonic conversion with
virtually no evidence of preselection as suggested by the harmonic response
levels shown in figures 4 and 12. Both these figures show harmonic response
levels in relation to fundamental conversion which would be predicted for ix"
and lx3 mixing in the absence of significant other attenuation. Measurements
taken of harmonic response are described in the Appendix, Section 7.2.

A proposed circuit arrangement for the preselector is shown in figure 13.
The key feature is a switching arrangement which allows the preselector to be
switched from the circuit for tune-up of the system. Once the system is tuned
by present procedure, the preselector is switched in and tuned for maximum
response of the system return. An approximate tuning curve would be provided
to permit rapid tuning to frequency with only final tuning requiring
observation of the display. This approach is proposed as the most practical
as it avoids complicated ganging of the preselector with the present
magnetron. It also avoids other forms of complicated electronic approaches to
automatic tuning deemed to be unwarranted for a system of the design format of
the SPS-l0.

Selectivity of the proposed preselector is based on achieving maximum

selectivity (minimum bandwidth and maximum skirt isolation) consistent with
smooth operation and acceptable insertion loss. Smooth operation is defined

such that the filter is sufficiently wideband so that settings will hold so
long as system remains at an established frequency. acceptable insertion loss
is defined as a level, which when combined with the budgeted insertion losses
for all proposed circuit changes, will not increase the noise figure above
that of the present system. That significant insertion loss can be incurred
by the proposed preselector filter as well as other components is made
possible by the proposed mixer (discussed later) with a much lower conversion
loss than the present mixer. An insertion loss of 4 db is budgeted for the
preselector filter.

The preselector proposed contains both a bandpass and a low pass filter so
as to maintain high out-of-band isolation from below the operating band to
over 20 GHz. An example bandpass, the bandpass used to test the approach, is
shown in figure 14. Shown is the bandpass from center band to full shoulder
isolation. The out-of-band isolation is equal to 130 dB or more for the rate
indicated. Design curves are shown in the Appendix, Section 7.2.2

3.2 LOW LONVERSION LOSS, HIGH DYNAMIC RANGL MlXk

A replacement mixer is proposed for two purposes: (1) for lower
conversion loss and (2) high dynamic range. The noise figure of the receiver
and thus minimum detectable signal are a function of the IF noise figure and
all preceeding losses including the mixer. The present noise figure of
lb-18dB is based on the present mixer conversion loss of approximately
13-1joB. The proposed preselector and associated circuitry (switches and
isolators) will incur added insertion loss of approximately 7 dB. This can be
compensated witi a readily available high dynamic range mixer with converbion
loss of 6dB or more than 7 dB less than the present mixer.
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FlGURL 13 Abbreviated Block Diagram of System Showing Proposed
Preselector Band Pass Filter/Low Pass Filter Combination.
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A replacement mixer is also recommended for high dynamic range. On
shipboard with equipment in close proximity, both on the host ship and other
ships in the fleet, a very higlh dynamic range of signals is .nevitable. The
skirts of the proposed preselector filter rise to 130 dB at approximately 90
MHz from center band (180 MHz bandwidth). From the 3 dB bandwidth of 15 MHz
to the 1b0 MHz bandwidth signals of varying intensity relative to the radar
return can enter the receiver. Subsequent selectivity, such as the IF, can
only be effective provided large signals near the band pass through the
receiver linearly. Any saturation creates its own spurious and defeats the
purpose of IF selectivity. The present mixer provides a dynamic range of
approximately 75 dB, significantly less than the full skirt isolation of the
proposed preselector filter. A high level mixer can provide up to 100 dh
dynamic range. Such a mixer is proposed. Table 11 provides the
characteristics of the proposed mixer.

3.3 IF BAND RkbOLUTION

Two problems were cited in section 2 which require attention if optimum IF
band resolution is to be achieved. These are: k1) the fact the AFC can be
tuned up with the Lu frequency below (for correct tuning the LU frequency is
above) the magnetron frequency without its being detected and corrected by the
operator and k2) the poor skirt selectivity and dynamic range of the IF. both
must be corrected to meet the objective of this program.

The most straightforward way to assure tuneup with the LU frequency above
tthe correct side of) the magnetron frequency is to replace the present AFC
single dioae mixer with an image rejection mixer. This approach has the
advantage that no change in operating instructions would be necessary. Since
no AFL response curve wiil occur for the LU frequency below the magnetron
frequency, tuneup there simply won't occur. The operator will simply keep
hunting until the correct response is obtained (hO above the magnetron
frequency). The residual response to the image should cause no operating
problem since it will be at least 20 dB below the normal response and will
appear to be spurious to the operator.

Assuring the desired signal is tuned to the It band cek.t-, mir.*.es
interference relative to the capability of the present If, Achieving a
selectivity appropriate to the range resolution and signal bandwidth requies
IF filter skirts and an iF dynamic range appropriate to the dynamic range of
anticipated signals. The dynamic range of anticipated signals may be over 90
dB when the system is set for minimum detectable signals.

Two approaches can be used: kl) provide a pre-iF selector or (2) replace
the IF with an updated unit. The first approach would make use of a multiple
LU filter or a SAW filter and replace the loss with a preamplitier in
combination with the filter. Figure 15 illustrates suggested bandpass
characteristics superimposed over the present characteristics. The
improvement provides both greater selectivity for present skirt isolation, and
higher skirt isolation. Skirt isolation for the IF close to that of the
receiver preselector is needed.
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Replacing the IF with a selective high dynamic range IF would provide best
perfoLmance. Even though an IF preselector would reject most off-frequency
interference, it would not handle large dynamic range variation in
on-freqt.ency signal return. This can occur from large cross section targets
or another system on the same or very nearly same frequency. In either event,
the present 1r overloads and loses considerable area in the display.
Unfortunately, not only does the large signal block the IF during its
immediate incidence, but it is subject to overloaded for its relaxation time.
It thus blocks the IF for the saturation relaxation time to desired signals.

TABLE 1 LHANCThRISTlCS OF PROPOSED DO~bLL MlXkA1

high Level

Lu Power (min) +13dbm

Conversion Loss (max) 6db

1dB Compression Point 9dhm

The proposed solution to this problem is a high dynamic range IF. The high
dynamic range It will solve the problem of iF saturation, but wizl not solve
the problem of video saturation. A solution to this problem is a combination
high dynamic linear range and logarithmic IF. The proposed approach would be
for the IF to operate in the linear form except when it is necessary to remove
a signal saturating the video. A spring return switch would allow switching
to the log IF to momentarily peer past the saturating (which causes the
display to bloom) return. This assures that an enlarged obstruction normally
will be seen on the display as a large area but in the logarithmic (spring
return) position will allow seeing small nearby targets such as channel
markers.

3.4 BL&4KlNG T1hNIQUES

Blanking techniques which depend on pre or post IF detection processilg
can provide significant reduction in the appearance of interference on the
system display. In fact, such approaches would provide highly satislactory
results provided smaller signals, normally representing small targets) are not
masked. It should be recalled that the concept of a high dynamic
range/logarithmic IF switchable combination was proposed in the previous
section to avoid masking where legitimate targets of greatly diftereinb radar
cross section are in close proximity.

Blanking works well when several conditions apply:

(1) The percentage time in which interferring and excessively strong
signals occur is a small percentage of the total viewing time.

(2) Strong on-trequency signals are not blanked.
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(3) The blanking command is not dependent on processing a signal which
must be transmitted through a low dynamic range receiver before processing.

(4) Providing the signal to be blanked does not have to be transmitted
through a low dynamic range saturating receiver with a lon recove y time.
Because of the potential for significant improvement in operation through
interference with the use of blanking techniques, it is important that tile
above limitations and their minimization be understood.

3.4.1 Discussion of blanding Compatible Conditions

Minimization ot Blanking Time; In a dense interference environment, it
has been shown that if general blanking of large oft frequency signals is
carried out, up to 50% of the viewing time can be blanked. This same study
shows that it blanking occurs for only nearby frequencies, the percentabe of
blanking is reduced to 5%. Thus, it is imperative that an effective
preselection be provided for effective oft frequency suppression. The
combination of the receiver preselector and IF selectivity proposed by this
report will provide this needed selectivity. It is most important that this
preselectivity be provided because key nautical targets otherwise may be
missed with unfortunate results due to blanking.

Avoidance of Blanking Strong On-Frequency Signnals: Strong on
frequency signals are typically the result of larse radar cross section
return. The return can be from ships or other large objects such as bridges
and land masses. Any approach which blanks off-frequency signals will be
susceptible to blanking large on-frequency signals. To avoid this problem
care must be taken to design adequate selectivity and resolution against
blanking large on-frequency signals. An approach to blanking off-frequency
signals, the spectrum centered receiver (SLK), is already instailed on many
SPS-10 systems.11 Though this receiver does blank off-frequency signals, it

is also susceptible to blanking large on-frequency signals. This receiver
will be discussed in greater detail in section 3.4. .

Processing Or Blanking After Passing Through Saturating If Amplifier:
Blanking or processing the blanking command signal from an input which has
passed through a saturating amplifier will be distorted to the extent that the
saturating amplifier recovery is not instantaneous. It saturation masking
should be distributed in several aszimnths, a major portion of the display
could be masked.

3.4., Approaches to Blanking

Two forms of blanking are already installed or under study elsewhere. The

spectrum centered receiver (SCR) is already installed on many SPS-1O
systems 11 . It provides for blanking signals more than 3 Mhz from the center
frequency of the system. It accomplishes this by use of a tuned filter with a
band stop at the system frequency. Any signal passing through the filter with
strength greater than a predetermined threshold is blanked. Unfortunately, an
on frequency signal from a large cross section target also can be blanked.
Further, blanking occurs after the regular signal passes through the
saturating IF presently in the system. Thus, the present SLK receiver sufters
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from a major deficiency, which is correctable. 'ahe blanking command should be
the result of a signal strength comparison between two filters, one with a
band stop and one with a band pass at center frequency. If the signal through
the band stop channel is greater, blanking is commanded. If the signal
through the band pass channel is greater, blanking is not commanded no matter
how large the signal is. With this arrangement, a strong target return will
never be blanked no matter how large a genuine target return is received.
Because of the continuing possibility of blanking on-frequency signals and
because the problem of off frequency interference will be substantially
minimized, if the preselector as recommended by this study is installed, the
SCR receiver can only be recommended if the above proposed modification

(blanking by signal comparison) is maue.

A second form of blanking under study at NRL makes use ot post detection
processing and blankingI2. The processing for this system provides for
digitalization of the signal and comparison of the return for successive
sweeps.

The study conducted by NKL (Radar Division) explored two someuhat similar
approaches to this form of blanking:

(1) Comparison of two successive sweeps for each range cell. For each
range cell the smaller amplitude is selected.

(2) Compares the amplitudes of two successive sweeps to a fixed threshold
for each range cell. If one amplitude is above the threshold and the other is
below, the smaller amplitude is taken. Otherwise kboth amplitudes above or

both below the reference) the more recent amplitude is selected.

Botth of these approaches operate on the principle that most interference
is nonsynchronous and will not occur at the same time on successive sweeps.
Thus lage interference signals will be excluded from the display by comparing

successive sweeps or successive sweeps to a separate threshold.

This approach works well in environments of low to moderate interference

levels. It also requires that the RF-lF receiver be linear or, when
saturated, have a fast recovery time in relation to the information resolution
time (bandwidth) of the radar return. Frequent saturation coupled with long
recovery time will lead to excessive blanking time or time with substitude
information and consequent, significant loss of information. Tbe present IF
with a dynamic range as small as 10 dB for high gain and a maximua. of 30 db in
very susceptible to this problem. The present study suggests that the basic
improvement recommended by this study, i.e., addition of a preselector and
replacement of the mixer and IF (for high dynamic range) be carried out. With
these modification which will exclude most interfering signals, and provide a
high dynamic range through the detector, the benefit of post detection
blanking can be meaningfully consioered.

3.5 Matched Filter Operation.

A report on interference suppression cannot be concluded without
mentioning possibilities for modification of the transmitter and receiver J
that signal filter match is made possible. As indicated in section 2.3 the
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present transmitted spectrum is spread around the operating trequeuicy by more
than a gigahertz. Though the set under test may have been in need ot
maintenance the extent of the specturm is a serious inhibitant to operatiIb a
number of systems within a fleet together. A common phemonum of bPb-lU's
operation in fleet contiguration, is the appearance ot "rabits" on the
display. "RabitE", false indication that moves circumferentially around the
screen, are due to interference between systems with similar pulse repitition
rates.

Besides suppression of broad band interference, optimum operation of radar
systems within an environment of significant electromagnetic interference
requires match filter operations. For operations of the two moues, two
spectrum widths are required, i.e., 1 and 5 Mhiz. For maximum signal
usefulness for the system and minimum interference to other systems, the
signal should largely be contained within these bandwidths for each mode. If
the system and the system environment can tollerate wider bandwidths or longer
transmissions (than the 0.2 and 1 us range resolution pulse lengths), coding
can be usea which will enhance the system signal to noise/interference ratio
and enhance its ability to operate in a dense environment. Because coding
combines coherently on match tilter detection and noise and noncoherent
interference combine noncoherently, the filter match signal achieves an
advantage equal to the time-bandwidth product over those signals. Many coding
techniques provide processing of twenty dB or more.

To provide for coding suitable for match filter operation woulo require
replacement of the magnetron transmitter by a linear amplifier. It is, thus,
beyond the scope ot this program. The RF shelf design provided in this

program will provide space for its future inclusion in the receiver. Thus, if
the transmitter were later replaced with a linear amplitier, the receiver
could accommodate inclusion with minimum additional changes.

3.b Recommended Contiguration

A broad range of areas of potential improvement has been iscussea in the
preceeding paragraphs, some beyond the scope of this program but of such a
significant relationship their men was im,,ortant. This section will provide a
consolidation of the most directly relevant recommendations. This includes
identification of a circuit and mechanical arrangement for the hF sections of
the receiver. It also incluoes the very strong recommendation that the IF he
replaced with a modern high dynamic range IF.

Figure lb provides a consolidated circuit of the KF and IF portions of the
receiver.
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Figure 17 Mechanical Configurations of RF sections ot Sl'b-1O
receiver as recommended by study.
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4.0 Lonclusions

The SPS-10 has been in the fleet for over 30 years and still serves

navagational functions. The design is from an era when interference problems
were much less intense and design selectivities and received peLformance is

less stringent. As a result the SPS-l0 receiver is susceptible to
interference at virtually all frequencies above cutoff for the waveeuiee size

from which it feeds. Specific examples of interference which victimize it
were cited in the classified appendix to this report. Its broad selectiviLy
characteristics have already been described in this report. Significant

selectivity is provided by the IF to low level signals received. Because of

the very low dynamic range of the IF, very little selectivity is provided for

large signal level interfences within its operating bano.

Much of the harmonic region of the operating band is open to interference

penetration. Significant selectivity prior to elements which limit is only

provided by the T-R assembly and there only by band edge skirts. the

recommendations of the program serve to provide maximum front end selectivity

allowable by component stabilities and high dynamic range operation to the
point of final selectivity. Final selectivity recommended is maximum,
including filterskirts, practical for required range resolution. Key elements
of the recommendations were tested in breadboard form and found to provide

substantial improvement in interfence suppression.

5. RLCU1ViNDATINb

The following receiver modifications are recommended:

o Provide narrow band frequency adjustable preselector filter. The

recommended filter not only attenuates in the filter skirt to a maximum ot 13U

dB., its design provides isolation to 20 Gfz.

o keplace present mixer with high level doubly balanced mixer. The

recommended mixer will provide improved noise performance needed to allow
insertion of the preselector without loss of receiver noise performance. It
will also minimize the tendency to saturate at the mixer on high level signals

and minimize spurious interference between high level signals.

o Selective 80 dB out-of-band IF rejection bandpass and high dynamic
range operation. This will provide effective suppression of high level
intertence which is on the skirts of the preselector filter recommended

above. it will also prevent overloading the IF, presently extremely
susceptible to overloading, and minimize the tendency to mask weak signals not
in time coincidence with much strong interfence or radar raturn.

o Replace AFC mixer with image rejection mixer. this will prevent the
operator from inadvertently tuning the L.O. below the magnetron frequency
rather than above where it is designed. Though the radar will work when the

L.O. is tuned below the magnetron, its susceptability to interfence is much

greater than when tuned above the magnetron frequency. Further, if the
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increased IF selectivity recommended is provided, tune up with the L.O. below

the magnetron would prevent effective reception even though the AFC curret

would read normally.

Elaboration and documentation of these recommendations have been carried

out and are included in the main body of the report and following appendixes.
In addition, there is a classified addendum which includes the actual

frequencies of systems for which verified examples of interference victimizing
the SPS-lU exists. The appendixes include relevent NkL and Westinghouse

measurement and details of the analysis and recommendations for the system.

The main body of the report purposely has been kept as readable as possikle

with most technical details contained within appendixes. Similarly,

separately listing ot classified inteferring frequencies trom this report will

allow maximum availability. Those needing the classified information can

easily obtain access to the report through appropriate channels.

Form, fit and function (FFF) can be maintained at the operator level for

all of the recommended variations except the frequency adjustable preselector

filter. A deviation from FFF is recommended in the IF amplifier but can be
eliminated with significant improvement still being achieved. Since, however,

manual modification is required for the preselector filter, which is the most
recommended change, if the preselector is accepted, all manual changes for

other improvements could be carried through at the same time. Other manual

changes will be minimized by making most recommended changes interna. to

directly interchangeable modules. Though some variations in substituted parts

may be apparent to an experienced technican, module compatability can be

complet between old and new. Only at the major repair level would manual

changes be required for those changes.
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7. APPLNDIX

7.1 Summary of Key Measurements

Data used in drawing conclusion on the program was taken from numerous
sources. Summarized here is this data extracted from data taken by NRL prior
to the program and by Westinghouse with NKL corpoLatiun during this program.

Y.1.1 Pre-program Data

The following data are extracted from accounts ot measurements taken by
NRL prior to the program and provided by NRL at the beginning of the program.
Tables 2 and 3 are noise figure and spurs close to the operating ban(, (near
band). Figure 18 gives the frequency response of the duplexer, the only
pre-mixer isolation provided by the system except below band due to waveguiae
cut-off.

7.1.2 Initial Program heasurements

The following is a summary of measurements made on the bPS-lU at
Chesapeake Bay Detachment of NRL by Westinghouse with support and cooperation
from NRL personnel. Measurements were conducted October 9 and 12, 19b1 and
served as a significant portion of the data basis and confirmation of other
data on which the study was based

The objectives were to:

(a) determine extent of harmonic response
(b) measure in-band responbes
(c) examine effects when receiver is saturated kmost nou-linear)
(d) make observations on system response

7.1.2.1 Harmonic keeonse

Receiver L.O. set a 5730 Mhz
Mixer crystal at middle of "good" range
Gain control set for some "grass"
Using an adaptiye network of couplers and tapers, the signal generator was
swept from 18 Ghz to 2 Ghz.
Responses were measured at

freq(MHz) Level*(-dBm) Remarks
17,219 -?2 3xl 3rd Harmonic Response
17,160 -2J
11,517 -31 2xl 2nd Harmonic Response
11,488 -33
11,428 -32
11,400 -34
5,760 -47 Image Sideband
5,b 9 -47 Signal Response
2,880 - Not able to measure
2,800

within 2 Ghz to 18 Ghz, extremely low level signals were observed at

15,078 MHz
13,567 MHz
8,290 MHz
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TABLE 2

NOISk. kl(-UkE

LO Noise Figure

GHz Double Side Band Single Side band

5.5 18 15

5.l b6 13

5.7 15.7 12.7

5.b l5.b 12.0

TABLE 3

NEAR BAND SPUKIOUS, LO FREQUENCY 5570 MHz

Signal Frequency Sensitivity

Mhz d Bm

Reserved Signal 5540 -85

Image 56U0 -85

harmonic Spurs 2x2 5550 -45

3x3l 5550 -45
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They tended to be low level, stable and repeatable but no explanation, save
speculation on sig. gen. outputs, seems reasonable.

*(Levels) - These are arbitrary. At the signal frequency, and this receiver
gain adjustment, the signal output was set for one vertical scale division in
height. The power input at the harmonics was then adjusted to match this
division and the coupling network ktapers and couplers) was subsequently
calibrated out. (Network moded at numerous frequencies.)

The attenuation was too great at 288U Mhz to calibrate the C-banu
transition. In a subsequent telephone coversation with k. Maixner, it was
pointed out by him that this may be a peculiarit) of. the hp ai6ital sig. bcn.
In fact, we were looking at the second harmonic of 28bU Mhlz.

7.1.d.. Measuring li-band Response

As noted, both signal frequency and the image come thru at equal levels.

Lonversion efficiency at normal at -b4dbm (WBP-5 Mhz IF BW)

With L.O. set normal (mid "good" range) any two other signals 30 Mhz apart
gives an output (sibnals anywhere in frequency band.)

At low signal levels (-4UoBm) no spurious responses were observed.

7.1.2.3 Mixer Saturation Effects

First L.U. coupling was increased to put the X-TAL current at max red
condition.

Signal level of -4UdBm was adjusted thru the frequency band. At the
signal and image frequencies, the IF broke into oscillation.

1k was observed that eitier lowering the receiver gain (some unknown
amount) or reducing the receiver into signal could stop these oscillations.
(approx. -15dB).

Next the L.O. was completely decuupled and a coaxial coupler (10db) was
used to feed both L.0. (hp bl8b) and signal (hp sw. gen.) into the mixer from
the front end. Assuming 2 dB loss tot lie mixer, the following data was taken.

L.U. Power
Signal Power Output

U dbm
-20 dBm Normal

U dhm
-P), d~m "Oscillation" l

(1) Oscillation removed by reducing gain
+3 dBm
-0 dbm Normal gain could be increased to cause oscillation.

+3 dBm-IO dBm Oscillation (I)

+I0 dBm
-20 dBm Oscillation (I)

+IU dBm

-20 db, Oscillation (I)

The L.O. was set for +lOdBm, signal at -4UdBm, gain for some grabs. No
spurious response was found in-band.
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7.1.2.4 Observations

Operation of the system is to set to arbitrary preferences. Response is
then varying.

When the mixer crystal was changed, and the tests of Part L re-ran, there
was no change.

Recommendation:

Concentrate on removing In-band Interterence (kmabe, etc.) IF BW could be
reduced to eliminate close in 1I0 Mhz interference.

7.1.3 Final Program Measurements

The appendix includes measurements taken both at Chesapeake Bay betachment
and at Westinghouse to confirm elements of recommendation. Measurements taken
at Chesapeake Bay Detachment were by Westinghouse with NKL support and
cooperation.

7.1.3.1 Tests Conducted At Westinghouse

Limited pre and post tests were conducted at Westinghouse respectively, on
the preselector and mixer. Data on the preselecLor was taken at 5 MhL
intervals between 5450 and 5825 MHz and at 1 MHz intervals between 5b15 and
5645 Mhz. Center frequency as found to be between 5b29 ano 5b3U M iz. Data
provided by the maunlacturers shows the isolation to be greater than iOdB for
frequencies above those tested.
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TALE 5
VSWR lbOLAIION AND PHASE ANGLE PKESELELTOR BLTWEEN 5615 AND 5645 Hz
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The mixer test of spurious was conducted at the one dB compression point
which is +9dB&. This is just 4dB lower than the local oscillator level. ihe
spuriuL .'- Ws then measurtd lot ,i signal of -lUdbm. uii the second ti lo
spurious could be measured which indicated it was suppposed by more tLan bdb

TABLE b
hilkEk TEST FOR SPUR. US

L.U. J56U MHz L +13dBm

RF 5b3U hhz @ dbm (ldb compression unit)

Output below signal

2x2 -42db 5x5 -45dB bxb -60dB
3xJ -JAdb bxb -bOdis 9x9 -tjOdb
4x4 -jbdb 7x7 -4ZdB All Other -60db

7.1.3.2 Chesapeake Bay Detachment Tests

The object of t,.ese tests was to confirm effects of spurious suppression

by using preselector and high level mixer. The full extent of measurements
intended were tiot taken on both, primarily because of the inabiiity in
providing an acceptable match between the experimental mixer and the IF in the
time available for the tests. To the extent conducted tests confirm the
spurious rejection benefits or the preselector. The mixer tests , however,
were inclusive. "ests taken at Westinghouse show the wixei to have excellent
( bOdB) suppression of spurious for signals below saturation. The lob
saturation level of the test mixer was +9dBm for an L.U. level of +lidrm.

It should be noted that on initial tune-up the Lhesapeake Bay Detachment
technician set the local oscillator below rath~er than correctly above the
signal frequency. Since this condition was identified by the NkL engineer on
his arrival and before any recorded tests were taken, none of the results-
reflect this condition. That It occurred is significant in that it confirms
the susceptibility of the system to this form o misalignment and the
usefullness of a program recommendation that AFL mixer has replaced by a image
suppressio,, mixer. This recommendation is covered in section 2.I ana 3..

Measurement of spurious suppression of preselector was made with
pre-selector at input to SPS-iU. Response of preselector in 7.l.j.l IABLL 4
Note center frequency of preselector filter was 5630 hhz for all tests.

I SIGNaL I I PRLSELECTOR I I CO"XIAL I INPUT I
iiEk"Tuk i--J fiLTEK 1--h TO i--i 10

SI I _I I WAVLGU1DL I DJUPLLXE, I

I. I&AGh Su1'PRLbSIoN

Transmit Frequency - 5630 Mhz
L.O. - 5660 1Hz

kesults: Image down greater titan 50db. bignal generator ale not
have enough power to produce image through filter.
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2. TWO TONt SUPPRESS0i

A. 5bl Miz pulsed
5645 MHz LW
L.U. = 56bU Mhz
Results: The 30 Mhz signal processor from the tuo signals was

down 80oB with tfe filter.
B. 5620 pulsed

5b40 LW
L.U. = 5bbO

kesults: The 30 Mihz signal prouuced was down JUdb.

Mixer tests were conducted on the actual radar mixer and a high level
balanced mixer consistent with the recommended modifications. however, foL
the time available for measurements, it was found to be impossible to provide
an adequate match between the hieh level mixer and the I. In the actual
hardware the match is dividea between the RF shelf and If strip. The signal
required foi idb saturation of the high level was over an oider of magnitude

greater than the existing mixer. however, the acutal value would have little
signiticance because of the miss match of the high level mixer to the existing
IF. Measurements made at Westinghouse kSection 7.1.3.1) show the laB
saturation to be at +9dbm.

I. EXISTING MIXER

Results: At the point where the receiver saturated the opposite 3x3
product was down 32db. No other products could be measured

because of the output power of the signal generators used
was not great enough.

2. hIIGH i.LVEL MIXER

L.U. Level = 13dBm

L.O. = 5660

SIGNAL I I Rk MIXEK I I MATLH i RELEIVEK I
GhNLkAT k I I TO I NiTWRK I k I

I SIGNAL I
GL1NERATO& I

Results: At the point where the receiver saturated the opposite
3x3 product was down 31dB. A substantial mismatch ws

noted which must have degraded mixer performance.
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7., bhEL" IAbltN

7.2.. PreselectoL

besign consiULraLiouis are briefly summarized here:

u 3db Bandwidth - 1he magnitude dritt is specified as +7.05
Mhlz. '1o allow deteriation this figure was increased

slightly to +7J or a 15 M1z bandwidth. For this bandwidth
a b section Butterworth fi-Lter will suppress the image (-0O
MHz) over 90db.

0 Harmonic Suppression - a low pass filter is cascadeu with
the bandpass filter. Minimum suppression of 70db was
specified.

o Design - hultipole Butterworth was investigated. Example
characteristics are illustrated. Skirts of multipole
designs as shown in Figure 19. Filter must be capable of
being single knob tuned though test filter is fixea tuned.

o Lonnections - Co-axial corrections were specilied to fit

replacement kF shell geometry concepts.

7.2.Z High Level balanced Mixer

Figure 2U shows the higher order mixer products based on L.O. Itvel

and the assumption of an intercept point ldB above the L.O. shows minimum
oetectable signals for the 2x . and Jxi proaucts to be -40ubm and -z3uBm,
respectively for an L.O. power of UdBm. This is not very different from
the 2xZ measured for the SPS-IU by NRL (TABLE 3). It is higner, howevei,

than the 3x3 measured by MRL. Figure 40 does show what will occur for a
higiiei leve. mixer. For an L.O. power of +l5dbm . because the
recommended mixer is balanced, the 2xk is suppressed by an additional 20dB
the actuai ;xZ ana ix3 minimum detectable signals would be -l;ubm for an
additional 33db suppression over the present mixer.

7.2.3 IF Preselector Filter

Two types of preselector filters were considered i.e., LU and SAW.
Example band pass characteristics are shown in Figure 21 for these for the
wideband mode supeimposed over the present with band mode characteristics
for reference. Though shown for the wideband mode, similar results could

be achieved for the narrow band mode. The advantage of LC over SAW is the
lower insertion loss. The advantage of SAW over LL is the steeper
skirts. A possible position for tLe If preselectoi filters is shown as

the Rk shelf along witih required for amplifiers to compensate for the loss.
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0 -
(5 x 3) PRODUCT

-10

-20

(B x 2) PRODUCT

-30-

-40
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-NARROW BAND (NB)

-- - WIDE BAND IWO)

0-

40 4dB SW 1.3x5 d8BW
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Z20 1
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t0 30i Mzf __SECTIO
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FREQUENCY - MHz 3014W

FIGURE 21 IF Preselector Filter Options for
Wideband Mode
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